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Abstract  
A one-dimensional model having a unique ground state and admitting a phase transition is 
constructed. 
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1. The  m a i n  result 
The problem o f  phase transitions in one-dimensional models  is a field o f  interest 
o f  many authors. Examples o f  phase transitions are given in (all models  but [ 1 ] are 
defined on Z + = Z 1 fq [ 0, oo)  ) [ 1 ] (4, = 1, - 1 and the interaction is o f  long range),  [ 2,3 ] 
( ~  is countable and the translation-invariant interaction is between nearest neighbors) ,  
[ 4,5 ] ( ~  = 1, - 1  and the interaction is between nearest neighbors and non translationally 
invariant). 
In this section we define a model  (1 )  with a unique ground state having at least two 
limit Gibbs states. Consider a model  on Z 1 with the Hamiltonian 
H ( ~ ( x ) )  ~ 1 = V x , x + l ( ~ ( x ) , ~ o ( x + l ) ) + U X x ( ~ o ( x ) ) .  
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the distance function dist(.,.). 
The spin space c/, of  model (1)  consists of  a countable number of  alpha spins a" ,  n = 
1,2 ... .  ; a countable number of  beta spins /3",n = 1,2 ... .  ; and a gamma spin T- The 
metric in ,P is given by the following distance function dist(. ,  .) (see Fig. 1 ): 
d i s t ( a " ,  a "+l ) = 1/2 "-I  , 
f o r k > m >  1, 
l=k- 1 
d i s t ( a " ,  a k) = ~ d i s t ( a  t, a t+l ), 
I=" 
dist(c~ l , a 2) = 1, 
dist( /3", /3"+1) = 1 /2" -1 ,  
for k > m >  1, 
d i s t ( f f , / 3  2) = 1, 
dist( a", /3  ~) = 1, 
d i s t ( a  I , a m) = 1 - d i s t ( a  2, a n ) ,  
l=k- 1 
dist(/3", /3 k) = ~ dist(/31, /31+l ), 
l=" 
d i s t ( f f , / 3 " )  = 1 - d i s t ( / 3  2 , / 3 " ) ,  
d i s t ( T , a " )  = dis t (y , /3  m) = 1, for any m,k. 
It can be readily verified that the function dist(. ,  .) defines a metric and the spin space 
equipped with this metric is compact. Hence by Tikhonov's  theorem the configuration 
+ V  oo  
spaces qt'v = 1-Ii=-v q0 and q0oo = 1-Ii=-~ ~ are compact. 
The zero-interaction measure A on the space • is a counting measure [6].  
Below we define the functions Ulx.x+l(~O(x),~o(x + 1)) and U2x(~O(x)). The first 
function Ulx+l (~o(x), ~o(x+ 1 ) ) is bounded in any finite volume and the second function 
U2(~o(x)) is not an interaction potential (it  only controls the number of  "admitted" 
spins, due to the U 2 in any finite volume the number of  "admitted" configurations is 
finite). Thus, the set o f  all limit Gibbs states of  the Hamiltonian ( 1 ) is not empty [6,7]. 
The pair potential function of  nearest neighbors U~.x+ 1 (cp(x),  ~o(x+ 1 ) ) is symmetric 
with respect to the two arguments and symmetric with respect to the point x = - 1 / 2 .  
Thus, 
UI,x+I ( ¢ p " ,  q:~"') = Ul,x+l ( q ~ " ,  o p t ) ,  
Ulx,x+l(~o(x),~o(x + 1)) = Ul_x_l,_x(~P(-x - 1 ) , ~ o ( - x ) ) .  
For nonnegative x E Z l Ulx+l(~o(x),~o(x + 1)) is defined as: 
uJ. ~+j ( ,~ ' ,  a ~) = l,  U~x,x+~(3m,3 k) = I, Ux~,x+~(y,y) = 0 ,  
UIx,x+,(°tm,fl k) = fx,  Ulx,x+l(ozm,'Y) = 1, Ulx,x+l(/3'n,T) = 1, 
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where m and k are any natural numbers and 
fx = - 1n{[ (4 /3 )  I/2~ - 1 ] /2}  + 1. 
The function uZx(~(x) )  playing the role of  the external field is symmetric with respect 
to the point x = 1/2. Thus, U2x_l(q~(x - 1)) = uZ_x(q~(-x))  for x > 0. For positive 
x C Z I, U~(~o(x)) is defined as: 
U~(o: ' )  = U~(/3") = 0, if m < gx, 
U~(c: ' )  = V~(/3 m) = cx~, if m > gx, (2) 
- 1  
where m is any natural number and gx = 2 ( ( 4 / 3 )  1/2' - 1) 
It can be readily verified that the configuration ~p(x) = y , x  C Z l is the only ground 
state of  the model (1) .  Let Iv be the segment [ -V,  +V] .  Suppose the boundary condi- 




Due to conditions (2) for any V the number of  "admitted" spin configurations is finite 
and the partition function 
~ v  = ~ e x p ( - / 3 n v ( ~ ( x ) l ~ l ( x ) ) )  
,p(x)E@v 
corresponding to the boundary conditions q~l ( x ) ,  x C Z 1 - Iv is finite. 
In further calculations we restrict the value of  the temperature by T < !, where 
T = kT t, T ~ is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant. 
Theorem. Let T < 1. There exist limit Gibbs states of  model (1) I ~ and P# such that 
p a ( ~ ( 0  ) = g~,) -- ~ l t ~ ( ~ t ) ( 0 )  -~/~.m) > 1/2, 
m= l 
P~(~p(O) = 13) = ~ P # ( ~ o ( O )  =/3m) > 1/2. 
m=l 
Proof. Due to the symmetry, we prove only the inequality 
W ( ~ ( o )  = ,~) > 1/2. (3) 
Thus, in order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that at any 
V P v ( ~ ( 0 )  = a l~  '~) _> 9/16,  where P v ( ~ ( x ) ] ~  ~) is the Gibbs distribution in the 
space ~Pv corresponding to the boundary conditions q: '  (x)  = a ~ , x C Z 1 - [ -V,  V]. 
= = p  v 0 o  x Let Pv(~p(x) a , x  E [-V,V]I~p '~) V(Nx=-vU~n=l(~( ) = am[ ~p'~)" Obviously, 
P v ( ~ ( 0 )  = a]~ '~) >_ P v ( ~ ' ( x ) =  a , x  ~ [-V, V] I~").  
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In order to prove (3)  we shall prove that 
Pvf~p(x)  = a , x  E [ - V , V ] I q  ,'~) > 9/16.  (4)  
Define a Gibbs distribution Pv(~,(x)l~, ".teft) in the space ~ v  corresponding to the 
boundary conditions ~'~'left(x) = a l , x  E ( - o o , - V -  1] and ~p~,left(x) = 0 ,x  E [ V +  
1, oo).  By definition 
~-'~,~ e x p ( - 1 / T ( n ( ~ ( x )  I~o ~) ) ) (5)  
P v ( ~ ( x )  = a l ~  '~) = Y '~exp ( -1 /T (n (~o (x ) l~" ) ) )  ' 
Pv (~p(x) = al~p '~'left) = ~-'~''~ exp( - 1 / T ( n ( ~ o ( x )  I~, '~,left ) ) ) 
exp( - 1/T(n(~o(x)I~p '~,left) ) ) ' (6)  
where the summations in both numerators are taken over all configurations ~ ( x )  E ~/'v 
such that ~p(x) --- a m for some m and both summations in the denominators are taken 
over all configurations ~p(x) E ~v .  
In model (1)  "adjacent" spins (alpha, beta or gamma spins) tend to be aligned. 
That is, the Hamiltonian (1) can be interpreted as ferromagnetic. Thus, in the spirit of  
ferromagnetic inequalities the following lemma seems to be natural. 
Lemma 1. 
Pv(~o(x)  = a , x  E [ -V,  Vllro '~'left) < Pv(ro(x)  = a , x  E [ -V,  Vll~P"). 
Proof. Let us compare numerators and denominators of  (5)  and (6) .  Each term in the 
numerator of  (5)  is equal to e x p ( - 1 / T )  times the corresponding term of  (6) .  Each 
term in the denominator of  (5) is equal to e x p ( - I / T )  (respectively e x p ( - f x / T ) )  
times the corresponding term of  (6) if  at x = V ~ ( x )  = a ra for some m or ~p(x) = T 
(respectively ~ ( x )  = f i n  for some m).  
But fx  > 1 for any nonnegative integer. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that in order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to establish 
the following inequality. 
Lemma 2. 
Pv(~p(x)  = a , x  E [--V,V]Iq~ a'left) ___~ 9/16.  (7) 
Proof. Consider a Markov chain (nonhomogeneous)  starting at point x = - V  and 
ending at point x = V with initial condition q , ( - V -  1) = a I with transition probabilities 
7r~(x),(tx+l) (7r((x),~(x+l) is the probability of  the event that ~o(x + 1) = ~ (x  + 1) on 
condition that ~p(x) = ~ ( x ) ) ,  where 
~r¢(x),~(x+l) = Pv(~ , (x  + 1) = ~:(x + 1)[~,(x) = ge(x), ~ ( x  + 2) = 0).  
Condition (2)  implies that this Markov chain in [ -V,  V] can be treated as a Markov 
chain with finite spin space. It follows from the definitions that 
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V- I  
Pv(~p(x) = ( (x) ,x  C [-V,V] I~0 a'left) = 7r((_V_l)=al,((_V) H "ffsC(x)'((x+l)' 
x=-V 
Define ~(x).~g(x+l)~ = ~ ~'~(x).~,~g(x+l).~k, where the summation is taken over all 
possible values of k [by definition, the sum consists of a finite number of terms (due 
to (2)) and does not depend on m]. Thus, 
V-l 
Pv(~p(x) -- a,  x E [-V,V] I~o °~'left) -- ~((-V-1)=a',/~(V)=a H 7"/'((x)=a'((x+l)=a 
x = - - V  
V--1 
= H ~((x)=a,~(x+l)=a. 
x=--V--I 
By definition (T < 1), 
"rr~:(x)=a,~C(x+ 1 )=a 
~u(x+l) exp( - 1 IT) i=1 
~u(x+]) , ~/g..(~+'> exp( - f (x  + I ) /T)  + exp(-I IT )  i=I exp~ - I / T )  + = 
g(x + 1) exp( -1 /T)  
m. 
g(x 4- 1) e x p ( - l / T )  4- g(x 4- 1) e x p ( - f ( x  4- 1)/T) 4- e x p ( - l / T )  
= [1 +exp(-1 /T( f (x+ 1) - 1)) + 1/g(x+ 1)] - l  
> [1 + e x p ( - f ( x 4 -  1) + 1) + 1/g(x+ 1)1-1 >_ (3/4) 1/2"''. 
Now note that 
Thus, in order to prove (7) it is enough to show that 




o o  o o  
H 7r~(x)='g(x+l)~ > H (3/4) ' /2 '  = 3/4. 
x=0 x=l 
Thus, inequality (8), and hence Lemma 2 is proved. 
Now inequality (4) is a direct implication of Lemma 2 and Lemma 1. Consider a 
sequence of probability distributions Pv(q~(x)I~p'~). This sequence consists of at least 
one limit point, and this limit point P~ is a limit Gibbs state [6,7]. Now Theorem 2 
follows from inequality (3). 
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2. Conclusions 
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In Ref. [8] the absence of  phase transitions in one-dimensional models with long- 
range antiferromagnetic potentials is proved. Based on the methods of  Ref. [8] we 
formulate the following: 
Conjecture. Any one-dimensional model with discrete (at most countable) spin space 
and with a unique ground state has a unique Gibbs state if the spin space of  this model 
is finite or the potential of  this model is translationally invariant. 
There exists a model with a unique ground state, bounded coupling potential and 
admitting phase transition (the interaction in model (1) is not bounded), such that it 
has a countable spin space, inhomogeneous external field and long-range ferromagnetic 
potential as in Ref. [1] .  
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